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Welcome to the new ‘Crossover’ Newsletter – we hope you enjoy the read
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Message from the Chair—Roger Day
This Autumn’s newsletter follows on from my plea last time for new Committee
members. At the July committee meeting Phil Hoyle indicated that he would tender his resignation effective from the August meeting as Treasurer, Newsletter
editor and as a Committee member. I would like to place on record our thanks to
Phil for his valuable editorial contributions over recent years. Our Membership
secretary will explain in his article how we intend to overcome this situation. I
therefore give all members fair warning that without an effective Committee our
organization will cease to exist. So please pick up the phone.
In the Summer newsletter I mentioned about Airline names and some of our
readers have contributed to this subject. Two readers have mentioned Bravo Airways a Ukrainian airline and Bamboo Airways a Vietnamese airline. Neither of
these airlines fly into the UK. If I was a marketing person I don’t think I would select a name that gives a perception of lacking robustness. Even Bravo has a sense
of the buccaneering about it. When it comes down to the “hardware”, the aircraft
itself, then thank goodness the Design is scrutinized, Calculation are double
checked, Samples tester as well as fulfilling a rigorous Flight Test program before
a Certificate of Airworthiness is granted.
I was pleased to see that the Airbus Beluga XL transport aircraft made a successful
maiden flight on the 19th July. As you know this a modified A330 aircraft and is
used to transport Airbus sub-assemblies around the world.
This year I visited RIAT, The Royal International Air Tattoo held at RAF Fairford.
The last time I visited was when Concorde was giving pleasure flights around the
Bay of Biscay. How I wish now that I had had a trip. This year’s theme was of
course the RAF at 100 years. One of the headline sponsors was BAE SYSTEMS. The
whole day was extremely noisy. The flying display was excellent with some very
impressive aircraft manoeuvres, with Tornado, Typhoon and F35 Lightning 11
from the RAF side. As it was an international event other air forces were represented: F16 (Polish), F/A18C Hornet (Swiss), JAS 39C Grippen (Czech), Dassault
Rafale (French), MiG-21 (Romanian), Sukhoi 27 Ukraine) and many more. But best
of all was the spectacularly short take off of the Airbus A400M and an over 90
degree roll at the top of climb. Call me biased!
The show of course included the Red Arrows, spectacular as ever.
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Another recent event was the bi annual Farnborough Air Show. A much more sedate
event as it is mostly commercial/passenger aircraft. Airbus and Boeing were again
vying to gain most orders. The orders won by Airbus were 470 out of a total of just
over 1000 sales. The Bombardier C series aircraft is now totally integrated into the
Airbus product line following the 50.1% purchase of the C series by Airbus. This aircraft is now designated as an Airbus A220-300. JetBlue Airways bought 60 of these
aircraft at Farnborough. It is always interesting to learn which airlines are buying
whose aircraft. This year however many sales (over 400) were to “undisclosed customer”. Apparently the political climate with trade wars and tariff issues looming
have made doing business more secretive until calmer times prevail. The Airbus
A350 gave a superb display in the hands of the experimental chief test pilot, Peter
Chandler who retires this year. I remember he gave an interesting insight into test
flying at a Royal Aeronautical Society lecture some time ago here at BAWA.
…and finally, I mentioned above about RAF 100, this year celebrates the centenary
since the RAF was formed. Well let’s not forget that next year is Concorde 50, fifty
years since the first flight. Perhaps you have some special memories of that day, let
us know. What was yours truly doing, well I was on the roof of No8 DO with my Super8 cine camera - Roger Day, Chairman
Click HERE for A220-300 video clip

Pension Matters—Roger Day
A number of our readers have enquired about the workings of the BAE Systems pension committee. Therefore below is a brief introduction as well as an explanation of
the business of the committee.
The objectives of the Joint Pensioners Committee (JPC) are to promote a better understanding of problems in the pension field that face members of the various BAE
Systems pension schemes and the Company and to provide formal two-way communication
The JPC consists entirely of Pensioner Representatives nominated and elected by
direct ballot of the members in Constituencies defined for each scheme. Its role is to
discuss, co-ordinate, advise and represent the views of all pensioner members of
the BAE Systems pension schemes and, to present these views to those responsible
for the management and administration of the schemes.
The business for regular discussion shall include:1) Means of improving administration effectiveness
2) Pension matters upon which the Company or Trustees wish to have members
views
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3) Reports from the Trustees
4) Developments in pension legislation
5) Exchange of views on general scheme issues
6) Identifying corrective action necessary to resolve administration and implementation issues
7) The pensions newsletter “Update”
8) Issues raised by pensioners with Pensioner Representatives as appropriate
The next JPC meeting is a two day event at Farnborough in November where one of
the days is given over to training. The training consists of a briefing on the latest
pension legislation, investment and legal implications. An update on pension scams,
and how to recognise them. The latest in cyber security and basic measures to promote safety. Both of your JPC representatives, Roger Day and Bob Hart will be attending and will submit an article in the next newsletter
Roger Day, JPC representative.

Pension Matters—About our Obituary Lists—Rodney Farmer
We have been dependant, for many years, on receiving regular updates from the
Pension Administrators’ informing us of recently deceased members—these lists
allow us to maintain our membership records and to create the obituary lists found
in our newsletters. We have recently been informed that these lists may be suspended due to privacy requirements associated with the new General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR). Our belief is that deceased persons personal information is
specifically excluded from the Regulation by specific clauses, however, EU individual
member states can make amendments as shown below:
In legal terms, the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) and the now superseded UK Data Protection Act no longer applies to identifiable data that relate to a
person once they have died. However any duty of confidence established prior to
death does extend beyond death. It is important to maintain confidentiality to ensure that trust in services and institutions are not undermined.
Given this ambiguity, we are awaiting the outcomes of a review by BAE Systems
Pensions and will advise members of their decision when we receive it. In the
meantime, we depend on our membership ’grapevine’ to keep us informed of
known and confirmed membership losses. Our pension representatives Bob Hart
and Roger Day will follow this up via the JPC—Membership Secretary
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Message from the Membership Secretary - Rodney Farmer
As you read in the 'Message from the Chair', there have been some changes due to
the resignation of Phil Hoyle from his roles as Newsletter Editor and Treasurer. Before I outline the consequential changes, I would like to pay tribute to Phil for the
excellent committee work that Phil has performed in both the above roles over recent years. For both the newsletter and financial control we both worked closely
together, feeding each other with relevant information and data, and I would personally like to thank Phil for all his support to me, without which our Association
would not have been able to survive.
Phil's departure poses significant challenges for remaining committee members but
by refining our current roles and taking on and sharing some existing tasks we hope
to be able to continue at least for a number of years. It goes without saying that
none of us is getting any younger and we urgently require new 'younger' members
to join our committee.
Newsletter: The newsletter editor role has been split into two logical tasks: 1) Media creation and electronic distribution, and 2) Postal packaging and distribution. (1)
above will be combined with my current Web Domain tasks and (2) above will be
shared between Roger Day and Ken Tooze. Some presentation changes will be apparent in this and future newsletters due to a more optimised work flow. We currently have no un-published newsletter content provided by our members - if we go
back some years, over 50% of content was provided by members! This means that
our future newsletters will have to contain articles from other public sources e.g.
the internet etc. You can all help by sending us some material which would be of
interest to members, or alternatively, should you come across any online content
that may be of general interest, please send me the link so that we can add the
story to a future newsletter.
Treasurer: The Treasurer role has been merged with the Membership Secretary role
thus combining the administration of member subscriptions payments with events.
General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR): In the Summer Newsletter the Chair
made a mention that we had established that our Association would need to become GDPR compliant. This new regulation totally supersedes, and extends, data
protection provisions of the UK Data Protection Act which we have been compliant with for many years.
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Since the Summer Newsletter and, following an in-depth review of the new Regulation, I can briefly outline what changes we have made and how it affects our association and our membership - it should be mentioned that the regulation only impacts upon our Members Personal Information (MPI) held at any time by officers
and members of the committee.
a)

Does ABrea-Filton have to be GDPR compliant? Strictly NO because we are
an 'unregistered association' without any legal status BUT (and its a big BUT)
our administration officers and committee members, within their respective
roles have individually to be compliant, the extent of which is dependant on
individual committee roles.

b)

Membership Secretary - since this role is the only one charged with receiving, storing and processing MPI, for the purposes of association administration, I have refined our membership records and working practices to have
only one secure 'master' data source. Because other committee members
will need to have certain elements of MPI in order to fulfil their committee
roles, access to MPI (or fragments of MPI) will be made available on a 'Needto-Know' basis, on the proviso that such information is deleted from their
individual data repositories following completion of its intended use.

c)

Impact on our association members - the regulation is very prescriptive with
respect to the new 'rights to know' conferred on individual members. I have
summarised what this means to our members:

Under the new General Date Protection Regulation (GDPR) ABrea-Filton members
have new rights providing enhanced control of what personal Information is stored,
how it is administered and how it is processed.
Additionally, older information held by the Association may need to be ‘refreshed’
by the member to ensure that it is current, accurate and that ALL items of personal
information have received consent from the member for use by the Association for
the purposes of legitimate administration.
If you have any concerns about the personal information data we hold, you are
invited to contact the Membership Secretary by email or by post (please send
SAE), who will provide you with a copy of the information currently held
which you can review and amend as appropriate for your individual
circumstances.
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See list of MPI items below which may be held by the Association:
Title; First name; Surname; Year of Birth.
House Name/No; Address Line 1; Address Line 2; Town/City; Region/County;
Country of residence; Postcode
Home Telephone; Mobile
Email Address
Companies worked at
Company retired from
Last position held
Year of Retirement
Additional Information
Your agreement for your details to be held on our Electron/Paper administrative
systems is required Yes / No
Important Note: If you are content with the data you have provided to us and
believe it to be current information and you are content with the way we use
your data, you do not need to do anything.
Membership Statistics

OBITUARIES
It is with sadness that we record
former friends and colleagues known
to have passed away since our Summer 2018 Newsletter:

Total Membership: 290
Includes:
Joint Members: 56
Paying Members: 203

Mr R G T Munday
Mr P N Cornall
Mr M D J Lazenbury
Mr G Worral
Mr P Rowland

eMembers: 163
Newsletter Distribution:
eMembers (PDF): 163

Our Sympathy is extended to all
their next of kin and friends

Postal distribution: 166

The word 'happy' would lose its
meaning if it were not
balanced by sadness.

A man only learns in two ways, one
by reading and the other by association with other people. Will Rogers

Note: some members receive both
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*****FORTHCOMING SOCIAL EVENTS 2018*****
The ABrea Christmas dinner this year will be held on Friday 7th December 2018 at
the BAWA, Southmead Road, from 12 noon onwards. Further details, Menu choices
and booking form can be found on Page 27
The Social Secretary, Fred Napthine, will be on hand after the dinner to discuss
proposals for social events in 2019. Suggestions from members who are interested
in days out will be very welcome.
o-O-o
ABrea Committee meetings are scheduled for the 3rd Monday of each month as
follows:2018:
September 17th; October 15th and November 19th
2019:
January 21st and February 18th.
The meetings will finish at 12.00 whence the committee members will adjourn to
the bar at the BAWA . We invite as many members as possible and their
spouses/partners to join us for a bit of socialising and a nibble, a finger buffet will
be laid on, see below. Cost of the buffet is £6.00 per person and tea or coffee
£1.00 payable on the day. The bar will be open.
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MAGNIFICENT MEN IN FLYING MACHINES
Early days prior to the formation of the RAF by Ken Tooze

THE SHUTTLEWORTH COLLECTION’S BRISTOL FIGHTER F2.B

On 01 April 1918 the Royal Naval Air Service (RNAS) amalgamated with it’s Army
cousin the Royal Flying Corps (RFC) to form a new service the Royal Air Force (RAF).
For three and a half years of the First World War the RNAS and RFC had competed
for limited resources and it was now felt necessary to impose some kind of unity.
This was to be the world’s second independent Air Force after being pipped at the
post by the formation of the Finnish Air Force (Flygvapnet) on 06 March 1918) consisting of one aircraft. The merger received a mixed reception from many of those
who had spent those years fighting this new kind of war - an aerial war - in the skies
over France. They were a proud independently minded breed, mainly of public
school origin projecting an image that stuck with the RAF right through to the Battle of Britain in 1940.
The First World War in the air is described in a book ‘On a Wing and a Prayer’ by
war historian Joshua Levine from which I’ve taken the material for this article. I
thought it must be a subject of particular interest to our members particularly in
this RAF Centennial Year.
These men were taking part in an exceptional endeavour. When the first four RFC
squadrons flew across the Channel to France days after the outbreak of war in
August 1914 it was not clear what their role would be.
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It began as observing enemy movements, initially these were inclined to be treated
by generals as reports gathered by ‘fleets of flying bird cages’.
This changed however once cameras were fitted to the aircraft and both sides used
aerial reconnaissance as a major part of their strategy. They were used to map the
entire Western Front in minute detail and as the war became a muddy stalemate
artillery became the Army’s most important weapon, aircraft were then used to
range the accuracy of gunfire on enemy positions. Bombing and later ground strafing made up the daily work of the RFC. It was to protect aircraft and prevent the
enemy carrying out similar operations that aeroplanes became fighting machines
and those great aces we have read so much about came to prowl the skies and
gladiatorial dog fighting to the death came into being.
Initially rival airmen waved at one another, very soon they started arming
themselves with rifles and revolvers although there was little chance of hitting one
another with a single bullet.
The book tells that a pilot from 4 squadron Gilbert Mapplebeck was hit in the thigh
by one fired from a German machine gun, he was carrying some loose change on
him and the force of the bullet drove a 25 franc piece into his groin.
The mounting of machine guns on to aircraft produced a different scenario and it’s
fighting potential became clearer when in the Spring of 1915 one Antony Fokker, a
young Dutch designer working for the Germans perfected the synchronisation
mechanism enabling a machine gun to fire safely through a moving propeller.
This enabled all hell to be let loose in the skies over France and the names of many
pilots not all on the British side-became the stuff of combat legend as the fight for
air superiority swung back and forth.
This was a new concept in warfare where advantage depended solely on the initiative of the these young men, only they truly knew what could and couldn’t be done
in an aeroplane. At the start of the war in 1914 they tossed darts over the side of
their machines, by the end in 1918 mammoth bombs 1660 lbs were being dropped
on German cities from Handley Page aircraft.
Individualist, unkempt and lacking in military discipline they represented a new
breed of soldier. They were under tremendous stress, during the Battle of Arras
in 1917 life expectancy for a new pilot was 11 days. One who struggled was working
class class hero Edward ‘Mick’ Mannon VC, DSO & 2 bars, MC & bar. He was a master tactician, socialist avid supporter of Irish home rule and the most decorated British airman of the war achieving 61 victories in the air. He trained young pilots and
ruthlessly machine gunned wounded Germans on the ground. Like many he always
carried a revolver with him on missions with which to take his own life
rather than risk incineration.
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On one occasion, described in the book, at home on leave he broke down crying
uncontrollably which grew into convulsive straining and in spite of trying to
make light of it all was unable to recount anything at all of his experiences. That was
of course post traumatic stress disorder as it’s called now. He was killed in July 1918
when his aircraft burst into flames after being hit by ground fire. It is not known if
he had a chance to use his revolver.
These pilots became glamorous heroes to the public at home and known as the
‘Knights of the Air’. One of these was William Leefe - Robinson who as member of
the Home Defence Squadron was the first pilot to shoot down a German airship
(Schmitt-Lanz) over British soil in September 1916, proving to everyone at last that
they were not invincible. A mood of euphoria gripped the country in the wake of his
act, as if it had had ‘been freed from the grip of a tyrant’. He was awarded the
Victoria Cross becoming the first person to receive this citation for an action on British soil.
Quoting from the book ‘in a letter to his parents Leefe-Robinson wrote; as I dare say
you have seen the papers. Oh, it’s too much! I am recognised wherever I go about
town, the city police salute me, waiters, hall porters, pages of hotels and restaurants bow and scrape, visitors turn and stare. Oh, it’s too thick’.
He was shot down in France in 1917 on his first flight over enemy lines, he was in a
Bristol Fighter a new type coming into service and taken prisoner. His guards didn’t
bow and scrape to him for sure, they mistreated him very badly. In spite of this
he mounted several escape attempts and was finally repatriated to the UK a very
sick man. He died on the last day of 1918 ironically from the influenza pandemic
which was now sweeping the world.
This very brief description is typical of the history of this early aerial conflict that
took place both on the Western Front and at home, I finish this article feeling that
with the dreadful trench war stalemate dominating First World War history, the war
in the air deserves to be far better known and understood.
Footnote:

Click HERE to view Bristol Brisfit Fighter video

The Shuttleworth Collection is an aeronautical and automotive museum located at
the Old Warden Aerodrome, Old Warden in Bedfordshire, England. It is one of the
most prestigious in the world due to the variety of old and well-preserved aircraft.
The collection was founded in 1928 by aviator Richard Ormonde Shuttleworth.
While flying a Fairey Battle at night on 2 August 1940, Shuttleworth fatally crashed.
His mother, in 1944, formed the Richard Ormonde Shuttleworth Remembrance
Trust "for the teaching of the science and practice of aviation and of forestation and
agriculture.
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A very Spanish expression - Rodney Farmer
Do you know what "being in Babia" means?. Well, just in case you do not know, I
am going to explain it to you.
Babia is a region of the province of León (in the northwest of Spain). To the North, it
is limited to Asturias; to the East, with the region of Luna; to the South, with the
region of Omaña; and to the West, with the region of Laciana.

The province of León
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A map of the región of Babia

The village of Babia
Its abundant water and green meadows determine the wealth of livestock, in this
region. It highlights the transhumance of Merino sheep, which share the pasture with cattle and equine livestock, - especially the Hispanic-Breton breed.
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In the Middle Ages, Babia was divided into 2 Councils: Babia de Abajo which is now
the City Hall of San Emiliano-- and Babia de Arriba, now the City Council of Cabrillanes.
In 2004, the Babia region was declared a "Biosphere Reserve" by UNESCO.
In the Middle Ages, the Kings of León had a palace in this area, where they spent
long periods, especially in summer period. Their subjects justified the absence of
their monarchs by saying that they were in their summer residence. The Babian environment supposedly produced a relaxing effect on the Kings, who isolated themselves from their problems and concerns; in the same way, when they did not want
to receive someone in audience, their ministers said that "they were in Babia". Another version is the one that says that, at the end of the summer, the shepherds
went in transhumance with their livestock to Extremadura and, when they were all
at night in front of the fire, there was always someone who felt nostalgia for the
land, until another one was would approach and say "hey, wake up you are in
Babia!", his mind "was in Babia".
Nowadays, the expression "being in Babia" defines any person who is distracted or
absent e.g. like living in the clouds.
The district of Babia is divided into two parts: Babia de Arriba and Babia de
Abajo. Babia de Arriba is made up of villages such as:
Cabrillanes, La Cueta, Huergas de Babia, Lake Babia, Piedrafita de Babia, La Riera
and Torre de Babia.
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Torre de Babia and crag Escrita at the background

Another view of Torre de Babia
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Farmhouse Las Verdes in Torre de Babia

Crag Orniz from Torre de Babia
And Babia de Abajo is made up of villages such as: Candemuela, Cospedal, Genestosa, Pinos, Riolago de Babia, San Emiliano, Torrebarrio, Truébano de Babia,
Villafeliz de Babia, Villargusán.
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Pinos

Riolago de Babia
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Villafeliz de Babia through the road CL-626

Other interesting places in the region of Babia are:

The path of the beech forest
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Lakes of Somiedo
Well, I hope that you will like this story and hope that physically you can "be in
Babia" sometime.
P.S. Our committee members occasionally drift in and out of Babia - with these
images in mind attending our meetings will be even more enjoyable.

Here is another unrelated meaning of Babia—does this apply to you?
If so, please contact me—you are just what we look for in a committee member!!
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Remembering Mary Ellis who died recently—Rodney Farmer

Remembering Mary Ellis:
Mary Ellis blazed a trail for female aviators, as one of the first women to fly Spitfires, heavy bombers and jet aircraft. She was a member of the Air Transport Auxiliary (ATA), which employed civilians to deliver planes from factories to airfields
during the Second World War. However, her contribution to the war effort was
not always appreciated. At one RAF base, the ground crew refused to believe she
was the pilot of the Wellington bomber she had just landed. "They actually went
inside the aeroplane and searched it," she recalled. "Everybody was flabbergasted
that a little girl like me could fly these big aeroplanes all by oneself."
Born Mary Wilkins to a farming family in Leafield, Oxfordshire, she grew up close
to RAF bases at Bicester and Port Meadow. "I was interested in aeroplanes from
almost the year dot," she said. As a child, her father paid a flying circus to take her
on a pleasure flight in a de Havilland 60 Moth. "I think that sealed my fate forever," she later recalled. Her teenage "passion for the skies" led to flying lessons
at Witney airfield. When war broke out, a flying licence and that experience made
her a suitable candidate for the ATA, which allowed qualified women to join as
pilots from 1940.
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Another editor wrote: "The menace is the woman who thinks that she ought to be
flying in a high-speed bomber when she really has not the intelligence to scrub the
floor of a hospital properly." "Girls flying aeroplanes was almost a sin at that time,"
Mary Ellis later recalled. Against this background and despite her mother's misgivings, she applied to the ATA after hearing an advertisement on BBC radio and was
"readily accepted" in 1941.
She was soon flying "fast and furious aeroplanes and bombers all over the country",
as aircraft production and casualties rose. The work was "exhilarating and sometimes very dangerous", she recalled. Pilots often flew unfamiliar aircraft, guided by
the "Ferry Pilots notes", which gave landing instructions. "We'd say to each other,
'Oh look what I've got, look what I've got'. And that was terribly exciting. Sometimes
frightening as well because the aeroplanes were all different. You'd get out of a Tiger Moth into a Wellington bomber and then into a Spitfire." Based at an allwomen's ATA pool in Hamble, Hampshire, she recalled that she flew "about 1,000"
aircraft during the war including 76 different types.
Mary Ellis came close to death on several occasions. She was shot at over Bournemouth, possibly by friendly fire, and had a near-miss as she landed in fog at the
same time as another Spitfire coming in the opposite direction. She also survived
a crash-landing when the undercarriage on her Spitfire jammed, causing the engine to overheat. "I just knew that I had to do something before the engine blew
up. One didn't get excited or anything else. It's just a part of the job of coping with
an aeroplane." Nearly one in 10 of the ATA's 168 female members were killed during the war, including aviation pioneer Amy Johnson. Mary's friend Dora Lang died
in a crash in 1944. "I missed her terribly", she recalled. "And for two days I was not
allowed to fly - I didn't want to. But after that one realised, well, there is a war on”
The ATA's founder, Pauline Gower, had joked the organisation's acronym could
stand for "Always Terrified Airwomen". But Mary said the women "proved that
we could handle aeroplanes and do the job that we were supposed to do." They
were also able to enjoy an active social life. "We had lots of boyfriends. Because
at that time we were called the 'glamour girls' - I don't know why. But there were
always plenty of escorts around."

Mrs Ellis recalled flying
"about 1,000 aeroplanes"
during the war
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When the ATA was disbanded in 1945, Mary Wilkins was seconded to the RAF,
where she became one of the first women to fly Britain's first jet fighter, the Gloster Meteor. She went on to become manager of Sandown Airport on the Isle of
Wight in the 1950s and 1960s, hiring a former ATA colleague, Vera Strodl, as chief
flying instructor. A correspondent for Flight Magazine, visiting the airport in 1951,
described it as a "woman pilots' Utopia", whose "extra quota of feminine charm...
has had no disturbing effect on the enthusiasm of club members." Away from the
airport, she indulged a love of fast cars, entering and winning sports car rallies, and
ran a fashion boutique. "She is the most glamorous person I know," her niece Rosemarie Martin recalled before Mary's death."She enjoys fashion and always wears
nail polish. Very strong on etiquette - the right china, the right cutlery, your manners, she could write a book on that."
Mary married Don Ellis, a fellow pilot, in 1961, and began to host "legendary parties", Ms Martin said. She continued to live in the marital home beside the runway
at Sandown after his death in 2009. At the age of 101, she was still driving daily to
local shops. In November 2016, she and fellow ATA pilot Joy Lofthouse were honoured in front of members of the Royal Family at the annual Festival of Remembrance at the Royal Albert Hall in London. "Being an ATA pilot was fantastic," Mary
Ellis recalled. "Up in the air on your own. And you can do whatever you like. I flew
400 Spitfires. And occasionally I would take one up and go and play with the clouds.
"I would like to do it all over again. There was a war on but otherwise it was absolutely wonderful."
At the age of 101, Mary Ellis was
still driving daily to local shops
On-screen readers can view Twitter
comments on this story
https://twitter.com/BBCNews/
status/1022389655965233152
Click Link -

Women in today's RAF
Flight Lieutenant Juliette Fleming, 30
(left) and Squadron Leader Nikki Thomas, 31(right) have logged almost 100
hours flying ‘close air support’ for
ground forces.
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ABrea Day Trip to Shrewsbury 10/08/2018—Renee Farmer
Our day out to Shrewsbury Flower Show and River Cruise departed from BAWA at
7:30am by ‘Rover’ Mini-Coach. Our party comprised 14 members/guests and we
were to meet up with the full complement of passengers at Eastingdon Services
near Stonehouse where we picked up the full size coach. We had a 15 minute comfort break at the Frankly services on the M6, the weather for the journey was overcast with occasional showers which did not foretell what was to come!
We arrived at the Shrewsbury Flower Show at around 10:30am where the weather
had deteriorated. We then had a rather long walk in the rain to the Sabrina river
cruise, however, we boarded in good time and took our places on the upper deck.
Sabrina holds around 60 passengers and the cruise, lasting for about 45minutes,
takes us around the Severn Loop. We were served tea/coffee and biscuits, although
some of us were expecting a ‘cream tea’!

As we progressed we saw many of the sights which have defined the town from ancient monuments to modern buildings. We passed under several bridges, notably
Friar’s Bridge named after the Friars' Brotherhood followed by the Penny Bridge
which in 1881cost 1p to walk across the bridge and 20p to drive across. We then
passed under the Tallest Bridge where a British born pilot flew under the bridge several times to impress his lady-friend who was sitting on the grass by a nearby Willow
tree. The trees along this part of the riverside are Lime trees planted by Percy
Thrower in 1951. We then passed under the ‘English’ Bridge having seven arches
matching the seven letters followed by the ‘Welsh’ Bridge which has five
arches matching the five letters.
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After the cruise, four of us had a very nice lunch at the Riverbank Bar & Kitchen, after which we walked to the Flower Show in torrential rain. Once inside the show
ground, we passed by a variety of attractions , show jumping, falconry and many
stands displaying cheese, fudge, gin, clothes, hats and jewellery. There were two
large marquees displaying a huge variety of flowers and plants and another marquee hosting lectures such as gardeners question time, answers being provided by a
panel of three experts.

It was in this marquee that we took refuge from a torrential rain and thunder storm
but it was a very educational session listening to all the questions and answers.
After the storm passed over, we left the showground and walked into the town for a
pot of tea and cakes. We then proceeded to the coach pick-up point outside the
flower show entrance and departed for home at 4:30pm, the weather for the return
trip was sunny and we passed through many delightful villages in the Stroud Valley.
After several drop-offs we arrived back at BAWA at around 8:30pm. We recorded
about 8550 steps covering a distance of 6Km—no wonder we had a doze on the way
back!
Click HERE for Sabrina Cruise video clip
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Relax with a Crossword—click HERE for more crosswords

Solution on Page 30
What's in a
name!!

A Salford resident says he has been left "distraught" by a design
error that saw his passport picture resemble former German
dictator Adolf Hitler. He had renewed the passport ahead of a
trip for his 50th birthday, but had to send it back because of the
uncanny likeness of the Nazi leader. My late and dear Uncle
Fred faced the same problem after the War, he would often
travel to Germany on business and wondered why, when he was
in bars/restaurants, people would be staring at him, his likeness
was remarkable. He wanted to get me a job in his factory there
before I joined BAC. Did I make the right choice ‘ja oder nein’
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CHRISTMAS DINNER 2018.
THE 2018 CHRISTMAS DINNER WILL BE HELD AT BAWA ON FRIDAY
7TH DECEMBER 2018. MEET AT 12:00 HOURS.

COST:- Members & Joint Members £12.00 per person
Member & Spouse or Partner or 1 non Member guest £12.00 per person
Additional non Member guests £18.00 per person.
FREE DRINK OF SHERRY OR FRUIT JUICE ON ARRIVAL.
A FREE RAFFLE WILL BE HELD.
MAIN COURSE.
ROAST SOMERSET TURKEY WITH SAGE & ONION STUFFING.
ROAST TOPSIDE OF SCOTTISH BEEF WITH YORKSHIRE PUDDING.
ROASTED SALMON WITH A SHELLFISH SAUCE.
RED PEPPER & GOATS CHEESE RAVIOLI (V)
CHOICE OF STARTERS AND SWEET TO BE MADE ON THE DAY.
———————————————————————————————————————
NAME…………………………………………………BEEF/TURKEY/SALMON/RAVIOLI.
NAME…………………………………………………BEEF/TURKEY/SALMON/RAVIOLI.
NAME…………………………………………………BEEF/TURKEY/SALMON/RAVIOLI.

TELEPHONE NO……………………………………………………………………………
EMAIL ADDRESS………………………………………………………………………….
CHEQUE ENCLOSED TO THE VALUE OF…………………………………….
CHEQUES TO BE MADE PAYABLE TO RMSA, AND SENT TO:Mr. R. C. Farmer, BAWA Christmas Dinner,
9 Westerleigh Close, Downend, Bristol. BS16 6UZ
PLEASE ENCLOSE SAE. and note change of address as above
CLOSING DATE FOR BOOKINGS FRIDAY 30th NOVEMBER 2018
CONFIRMATION OF BOOKINGS WILL COMMENCE AROUND MID OCTOBER 2018
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MEMBERSHIP SECRETARY
PLEASE NOTE - the annual subscription is £5
For non-SO payments you may pay up to 5 years in advance
Please DO NOT use this form for new member application
Paying by Standing Order (SO) is our preferred method. Any member wishing to do so,
may set up a SO using the information below.
Your own Bank will help you to do this. Or you can pay by Internet OR in-branch bank
transfer using the information below:
Name of the Account : BAC/Bae RMSA
Bank: LLOYDS BANK
Account Number: 02087244
Sort Code: 30-16-11
Ref: Please quote your name and ALL initials
Payment by Cheque can also be made using the slip below:
Subscriptions for 2018 became due on 01/01/2018 for members who have not already
pre-paid for 2018
eMembers who have registered their email address with us can check their subs
payment status by clicking on the ‘Member Info’ button on the Splash Intro Live page of
our website.
When prompted, log in with your registered email address and generic
password: baermsa. A second password prompt will appear—use the same password.
If you are unsure of your subs payment status, please contact the Membership Secretary .

Motorway Problem
As Retired Lieutenant Commander Andrew Craig was driving his old car down the
motorway, his mobile phone rang. Answering, he heard his wife's voice urgently
warning him, 'Andrew, I just heard on the news that there's a car going the wrong
way on the M275. Please be careful!'
'Botheration’ said Andrew, 'Its not just one car. Its hundreds of them!'
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………………………………………….…………………...……..
Herewith is my subscription of £5 for the year _____ (Cheques to be
made payable to BAC/BAe RMSA).
NAME_____________________________________________
INITIALS__________
CHEQUE No. __________
SORT CODE__________
………………………………..……………………………………..
Please note subscriptions are due on January 1st and should be sent to:
Mr R. C. Farmer, 9 Westerleigh Close, Downend, Bristol. BS16 6UZ
A good use for the Internet discovered (at last)
For our members who do not have access to the Internet they need to think again, it
could help you out of a spot of bother—I wonder what he was up to!! read on!!
If you have any ideas please let us know (must be appropriate for our newsletter!!)
An unlucky reveller set the internet to work this week when he pleaded with strangers to help him find the trousers he was wearing when he went out on the town for
a few too many drinks.
Canadian Andy Gaudry was visiting Halifax for his grandma's 80th birthday when he
got so inebriated he managed to lose track of the chinos he was wearing and woke
up with no memory of where he left them - and his wallet and phone were inside.
Posting on Reddit, he asked the people of the town for help locating his pantaloons.
"I blacked out and don't know where I would have taken my pants off," he wrote. "I
had security check the tapes at the hotel and I indeed was pants-less when I arrived.
back. Any guidance would be greatly appreciated."
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ABrea-Filton Membership Services
Membership Services offered by ABrea are listed below:
ABrea-Filton New Member Welcome Pack:
Every new member will receive either an electronic (eMember) or a posted (noneMember) welcome pack.
ABrea-Filton Newsletters - Editor Rod Farmer
Three Newsletters per year, spring, summer and autumn are published.
Full access to the ABrea-Filton Web Domain - Rod Farmer author/administrator.
ABrea-Filton Social Events - Fred Napthine Social Secretary.
A variety of social events are provided throughout the year.
ABrea-Filton Members Pensions Information Service - Bob Hart and Roger Day BAE Systems Pensioner Representatives.
ABrea-Member-to-Member Contact Service - Renee Farmer
ABrea-Filton Computer and Tablet Club (via Web Domain) - Rod Farmer.
Summer Newsletter (click HERE)
Crossword Solution—no cheating!
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With ‘Crossover’ Links
eMember Crossover Links Quick Access for on-screen viewing of Full Domain
Content—Click picture image below to open
Generic Password required for some links below—see covering email
Opens in browser or Adobe Reader—Minimise window to return to newsletter

Pages may take a while to display if your browser is not already open
Click Jump-to-Links below to view our most popular web domain pages

Buffet Lunch Dates 2018
Member Subs Status 2018
Newsletter Archive
News Update Channel
Computer & Tablet Group
View Web Domain Updates
To registered as an eMember please contact the Membership Secretary
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ABrea Committee Members contact details:
Chairman & J P C Rep: - Roger Day Tel: 01179 505959 Email: rogerday41@btinternet.com 27 Holmwood Gdns, Westbury on Trym, Bristol BS9 3EB
Secretary: Mrs Renee Farmer Tel: 0117 9560221 Email:
renee.farmer@blueyonder.co.uk 9 Westerleigh Close, Downend, Bristol BS16 6UZ
Membership Secretary, Web Domain Administrator and Newsletter Editor:
Rodney Farmer Tel: 0117 9560221 Email: rodney.farmer39@gmail.com 9 Westerleigh Close, Downend, Bristol. BS16 6UZ
Social Secretary: Fred Napthine Tel:01275859097 Flat 19 Pegasus Court, 83 Silver
St., Nailsea. BS48 2BP
J P C Rep: Bob Hart Tel: 01179 409772
Committee Member: Ken Tooze Tel: 01454 898241
Committee Member: Mrs Eileen Poad Tel: 01179 442963
Committee Member: Mrs Maggie Gardiner Tel: 01962-840238
CONTACTS:
General Queries: Renee Farmer
Membership Queries: Rodney Farmer
Social Queries: Fred Napthine
This Newsletter is published by ABrea-Filton - Copyright © 2018
Views expressed in the articles contained in it are those of the authors and do not
necessarily reflect those of the ABrea-Filton or the Committee – my thanks to
Roger Day and Ken Tooze for proof reading this newsletter issue.
If you have already seen any of the included articles on the internet, please be understanding that some 40% of our members do not have access to the internet.
Social - A group of retired BAe technical staff, not only ABrea members, meet at the
White Horse, Hambrook, at about mid-day on the last Wednesday of each month,
except for December, to chat and have a drink and a bite to eat. It is an informal
occasion and all are welcome to come along. A decision is pending whether to continue to meet at the White Horse or to return to the Beaufort Arms, Stoke Gifford.
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